420   RENTED ROOMS
Whether the room has single or double beds discard the entire
bed frame. See pages 9 and 422. Buy or make for each bed a
simple stand to support the spring. This frame can be easily made
from finished pine 1 inch thick and 4 inches wide to fit the meas-
urements of the spring. Two side pieces, two end pieces, two long
pieces for the tops, and four or six pieces of 2 inches by 4 inches
by 9 inches for legs are needed. Fasten together with screws, not
nails, if possible. Put a metal disk under each leg as a glider. Cover
the spring, mattress, and frame with a couch cover to the floor.
If there is a nondescript overstuffed chair, it should have a slip
cover. If the straight chairs are ugly, either make quilted slip
covers which conceal their backs and seats, or discard them and
buy some folding card-table chairs, or porch chairs of simple, good
design, or stools.
If there is an ordinary dresser in the room, unscrew the mirror
and frame from the dresser and hang the mirror directly on the
wall. Try to persuade your landlady to let you saw the legs off
the dresser so that it becomes a chest of drawers. A dressing table
is obviously not a living-room piece, so put it out of sight. If you
need bookshelves buy a few dozen bricks or hollow tiles and several
boards as wide as the bricks, paint them all alike and set up the
shelves with the bricks as supports; no nails are needed. If the
table is ugly, small and inadequate, put it in the cooking area or
discard it, and buy a card table or a kitchen table. Have several
end tables for comfort. For a coffee table substitute a folding
luggage rack and a large tray.
If the rug is ugly in pattern, discard it; perhaps leave the floor
bare or paint it a positive color. Otherwise look for remnants of
plain carpeting, or grass, matting, string, or American Indian rugs,
or any odd rugs that suit the purse and the theme selected.
If the lamp shade is poor, try painting it; however, inexpensive
plain new ones are procurable. Use candlelight for conversation
and meal time. If the ceiling light fixture is ugly, and the landlord
will not remove it, conceal it entirely with a huge inverted drum-
shaped shade, made for that purpose.
Everyone should acquire gradually a few accessories of beauti-
ful design expressive of her own personality. They can sometimes
be found in Chinese shops, in antique shops, or in gift shops.

